Driving business across the region
Focused on the Nordics and Baltics

Our coverage in the Nordic and
Baltic region is unique. With 17 offices
working as one team across Finland,
Sweden, Estonia, Lithuania, Latvia,
Poland, Germany and Russia, plus
long-standing relationship firms in
Denmark and Norway, we can offer
integrated legal advice across all
regional borders.
As well as offering the full spectrum of legal
services, we can provide integrated businessrelated support via our Nordic Baltic Core Partners
Group. This group offers tailored training that
takes into account regional differences and can
help you liaise with relevant local and international
business organizations, cooperate on business
events or support with the meetings you may want
to arrange at our conferencing facilities across our
regional offices.

Whilst our Nordics and Baltics team has an
in-depth understanding of the region, it is also
connected globally to the wider Eversheds
Sutherland network. With 66 offices across 32
countries worldwide, we can provide access to a
diverse range of sector and regional knowledge,
delivering our services across borders and
jurisdictions through a single point of contact.
Our ambition is to drive next generation client
experience through a commitment to quality and
innovation. Named as a Top Ten Game-Changer
of the past ten years by the FT Innovative Lawyers
Report, we’re also ranked 8th in the FT50 list
of the most innovative law firms in Europe. ES/
Disrupt, our legal service for start-ups, won the
innovation award at the British Legal Awards 2017
organized by Legal Week and we are currently
developing ESME, an AI solution for routine legal
tasks, in conjunction with our clients.

What happens next?

Why work with us?
1

Delivering an innovative approach – this can involve
developing efficient structures for business transactions,
devising novel case strategies in litigation and being at the
forefront of new legal developments.

2

A cross-regional approach – our multi-lingual teams offer
seamless operational processes from 19 offices across 10
countries in the region.*

3

Global reach – with 66 offices around the world, our
well established teams can offer both cultural context and
advice tailored to the needs of each individual business.

4

Cost certainty – we offer great certainty when it comes
to costs, quality and delivery. Using our innovative project
management approach, everything we do is fully scoped,
planned and budgeted upfront.

5

Sector knowledge – our sector-focused approach ensures
that we work with lawyers who understand each industry
and who can tailor advice to the real business issues at stake.

* We are supported by our relationship firms within two of these countries

Examples of our clients include:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Fortum
ABB
Tyco
Samsung
Volvo
G4S
IATA

–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Parker Hannifin
Avon
Pentair
Iron Mountain
Turkish Airlines
Sherwin-Williams
Amazon

–
–
–
–

IKEA
Autoliv
Keva
VTT Technical
Research Centre
of Finland
– Honkarakenne Plc

“Eversheds Sutherland is a real competitor to other law firms
and is noteworthy as being the only practice in the market
with extensive international reach beyond the Baltics and
neighbouring jurisdictions.“
“The team provides ‘quick responses’ and has ‘good industry
knowledge’.“
“High quality team which always offers tailormade solutions, its
work is not only in line with the highest professional standards,
but is also innovative.“
Legal 500

“They are very business-oriented, agile, fast-working and able
to align with changing requirements“
“They understand the clients’ objectives and show a high level
of commitment to their work“
“They are realistic - they are not going after ideas which don’t
work, and look for the solution on the other hand.“
Chambers Europe

“The team is reactive, extremely flexible and forthcoming. It
provides a thorough analysis of the question and always fulfils
promises on time.“
Chambers & Partners

For more information please contact:
UK
Robin Johnson, Partner M&A,
Head of the Nordic/Baltic Group,
Eversheds Sutherland
T: +44 207 919 4754
robinjohnson@eversheds-sutherland.com
Sweden
Jonas Bratt, Partner,
Eversheds Sutherland
T: +46 854 532 200
jonasbratt@eversheds-sutherland.se
Finland
Vesa Turkki, Partner,
Eversheds
T: +358 10 684 1525
vesa.turkki@eversheds.fi
Estonia
Maivi Ots, Managing Partner,
Eversheds Sutherland Ots & Co
T: +372 622 9990
maivi.ots@eversheds-sutherland.ee
Latvia
Agris Bitáns, Managing Partner,
Eversheds Sutherland Bitāns
T: +371 6728 0102
agris.bitans@eversheds-sutherland.lv
Lithuania
Jonas Saladžius, Managing Partner,
Eversheds Saladžius
T: +370 5239 2362
jonas.saladzius@eversheds.lt
Germany
Christof Lamberts, Partner,
Eversheds Sutherland
T: +498 954 565 217
christoflamberts@eversheds-sutherland.com
Russia
Victoria Goldman, Managing Partner,
Eversheds Sutherland
T: +78 12 36 33 377
victoria.goldman@eversheds-sutherland.ru
Poland
Tomasz Zalewski, Managing Partner,
Wierzbowski Eversheds Sutherland
T: +48 22 50 50 796
tomasz.zalewski@eversheds-sutherland.pl
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